Sealed Air®
BRAND PROTECTIVE PACKAGING

I-Pack®
Automated
Void-Reduction
System

Reduce Freight Costs  Labor Savings  Reduce Damage  Lower Material Cost
**The I-Pack® system** is designed to minimize the freight, operating and consumables costs of parcel shipments by rightsizing the pack and optimizing productivity for B2C fulfillment operations.

After a corrugated tray is formed and contents inserted, the tray is folded to create a rightsized carton that is sealed with a lid. An optional material insertion system add-on automatically cuts and inserts sheets of inflatable bubble into each box for product cushioning and protection.

**INCREASES FULFILLMENT VELOCITY**
The I-Pack produces best-in-class output rates up to 900 packs per hour.

**REDUCES FREIGHT COSTS**
The I-Pack’s patented rightsizing technology achieves annual dimensional weight cost reductions of more than 30%.

**ENABLES LABOR SAVINGS**
Tray forming, height adjustment and lidding processes are automated for high throughput. Trays provide more efficient picking than regular slotted containers.

**REDUCES MATERIAL COSTS**
By consolidating packaging inventory to two or three box sizes, the I-Pack frees up warehouse floor space and eliminates the need for additional packaging material.

**REDUCES DAMAGE**
The I-Pack’s patented measuring and creasing module provides multilayer package construction, increasing package strength and adding product protection.
The I-Pack® Protects Your Products

Enhance your packaging line to get product out the door faster and more efficiently. Sealed Air’s dedicated team of packaging professionals will work with you to design the perfect I-Pack solution to meet the needs of your customers and your packaging operation — adding value long after the carton is sealed.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
A built-in tear strip makes opening easy and creates a tamper-evident package.

SUSTAINABILITY
The 100% corrugated package is curbside recyclable.

BRAND EXPERIENCE
Pre-printed trays and lids enhance brand identity.